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ABSTRACT: Site-specific insertion of 5-(3-aminopropyl)-2′-deoxyuridine (Z3dU) and 7-deaza-dG into the
Dickerson-Drew dodecamers 5′-d(C1G2C3G4A5A6T7T8C9Z10C11G12)-3′ ·5′-d(C13G14C15G16A17A18T19T20-
C21Z22C23G24)-3′ (named DDDZ10) and 5′-d(C1G2C3G4A5A6T7X8C9Z10C11G12)-3′ ·5′-d(C13G14C15G16A17A18-
T19X20C21Z22C23G24)-3′ (named DDD2+Z10) (X ) Z3dU; Z ) 7-deaza-dG) suggests a mechanism underlying
the formation of interstrand N+2 DNA cross-links by nitrogen mustards, e.g., melphalan and mechlore-
thamine. Analysis of the DDD2+Z10 duplex reveals that the tethered cations at base pairs A5 ·X20 and
X8 ·A17 extend within the major groove in the 3′-direction, toward conserved Mg2+ binding sites located
adjacent to N+2 base pairs C3 ·Z22 and Z10 ·C15. Bridging waters located between the tethered amines and
either Z10 or Z22 O6 stabilize the tethered cations and allow interactions with the N + 2 base pairs without
DNA bending. Incorporation of 7-deaza-dG into the DDD2+Z10 duplex weakens but does not eliminate
electrostatic interactions between tethered amines and Z10 O6 and Z22 O6. The results suggest a mechanism
by which tethered N7-dG aziridinium ions, the active species involved in formation of interstrand 5′-
GNC-3′ cross-links by nitrogen mustards, modify the electrostatics of the major groove and position the
aziridinium ions proximate to the major groove edge of the N+2 C ·G base pair, facilitating interstrand
cross-linking.

Nitrogen mustards, such as melphalan and mechlore-
thamine, were among the first effective clinically used
anticancer compounds (1). Their biological activity is derived

from DNA alkylation. Among the numerous adducts formed,
N7-dG to N7-dG interstrand cross-links (ICLs)1 are a main
contributor to cytotoxicity since they prevent strand separa-
tion required for DNA replication and transcription. The
initial step in ICL formation is reaction with DNA (Scheme
1) to afford a reactive monofunctional N7-dG adduct, which
can either react with another N7-dG site on the complemen-
tary strand, if one is available, to afford an ICL or undergo
solvolysis to yield a stable monofunctional lesion. The first
and second alkylation steps in the cross-linking involve
aziridinium ions (Scheme 1).

The ∼7.5 Å length of the -(CH2)2N(R)(CH2)2- linkage
suggests that the ICL should form between N7-dG at nearest-
neighbor base pairs in 5′-GC-3′ repeats (Scheme 1) (2).
Molecular modeling confirms that this would be the predicted
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product. However, the Loechler (3, 4) and Hopkins groups
(5) independently determined that the actual ICL formation
occurs between N7-dG atoms at next nearest-neighbor C ·G
base pairs in 5′-GNC-3′ sequences, i.e., at the N + 2 base
pair (Scheme 1d), with only a small amount of cross-linking
at the predicted 5′-GC-3′ sequences (Scheme 1e). This result
was unanticipated because formation of the 5′-GNC-3′ ICL
requires a significant bending of B-DNA (6, 7); the ICL is
∼1.5 Å too short to bridge the atoms in a classical B-DNA
structure (8). When one considers that the second step in
cross-link formation involves an aziridinium ion (Scheme
1), the disparity in the distance is actually closer to 3.0 Å.
These observations lead to the conclusion that in the
transition state for N + 2 ICL formation, the DNA duplex
must deviate from the linear B-form, allowing the covalent
linkage between the two atoms that form the second bond.

It is thought that the N + 2 ICL cross-link represents the
kinetically favored reaction product (9, 10), but the mech-
anism of cross-link formation remains obscure. Positioning
of a tethered aziridinium ion within the major groove
modifies the electrostatics of the DNA duplex, which could
transiently bend the duplex, thus positioning the aziridinium
ion proximate to the electronegative major groove edge of
the N + 2 C ·G base pair that is 3′ to the point of attachment
(11). The tethered 5-ω-aminopropyl-2′-deoxypyrimidine Z3-
dU (Scheme 2) serves as a chemically stable model for the
monofunctional N7-dG mustard adduct that is the intermedi-
ate species formed in the N + 2 cross-linking reaction. The
“reach” of Z3dU in DNA as monitored by electrostatic
footprinting experiments is longer than what would be
predicted by the physical length of the cationic side
chain (12–14). A second indication that the electrostatic
interactions of the charged amino group with DNA may be
important in the formation of the 5′-GNC-3′ ICL is the
observation that cationic Z3dU substitutions, when ap-
propriately phased on the same side of the helix as an
intrinsicallybentA-tract, reduceDNAmobility ingels (15,16).
This is suggestive of bending or anisotropic flexing of the
DNA, which must be present in the transition state complex

for the formation of the N + 2 ICL cross-link (9–11). The
electrostatic mechanism responsible for these observations
could be similar to that envisioned by Rouzina and Bloom-
field for the bending of DNA by divalent cations (17).

To understand how localized cationic charge in the major
groove affects structure, we initiated a series of studies to
structurally, thermodynamically, and chemically characterize
a self-complementary Dickerson-Drew dodocamer 5′-

Scheme 1: Reactions of Nitrogen Mustards with DNA Giving Monofunctional and Cross-Linking Adducts

Scheme 2: Structures of (A) Z3dU,
5-(3-Aminopropyl)-2′-deoxyuridine, (B) 7-Deaza-dG, and (C)
7-Deaza-dG and Z3dU-Modified Duplexes (X ) Z3dU, and
Z ) 7-deaza-dG)a

a The nucleotides of one duplex strand are labeled from 1 to 12,
and nucleotides of the complementary strand are labeled from 13 to
24.
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d(CGCGAATTCGCG)2-3′ in which either or both of the T
residues were replaced with 5-(3-aminopropyl)-2′-deoxyuri-
dine (Z3dU) (Scheme 2). In summary, the structure of DNA
and its thermodynamic properties were dependent on where
the cationic side chain was attached (14). In DDD2+, the
proton NMR resonances of the Z3dU moieties were indi-
vidually resolved, consistent with ordered side chain con-
formations in the major grove (18). At both X8 and X20, the
tethered Z3dU amine exhibited a 3′-orientation with respect
to the major groove. This corroborated both the chemical
footprinting experiments and the predictions of molecular
modeling. The NMR data suggested that the Z3dU cationic
amines were transiently located in the vicinity of the
electronegative N7 and O6 atoms at the N + 2 position on
the floor of the major groove (18), implicating at least
transient axial bending by the tethered cation. A 1.6 Å
resolution crystal structure was reported in the presence of
Tl+ (19). The X8- and X20-tethered amines were also oriented
in the 3′-direction. In contrast, the basic amino side chains
at positions X7 and X19 were directed into the major groove
rather than toward the floor of the groove.

Herein, thermodynamic and crystallographic structural
characterizations of the modified duplex 5′-d(C1G2C3-
G4A5A6T7X8C9Z10C11G12)-3′ · 5′-d(C13G14C15G16A17A18T19-
X20C21Z22C23G24)-3′ (X ) Z3dU, and Z ) 7-deaza-dG)
(DDD2+Z10) (Scheme 2) are presented. The positioning of
7-deaza-dG at positions Z10 and Z22, designed to alter the
electrostatics of the major groove at base pairs C3 ·Z22 and
Z10 ·C15, facilitated crystallographic analysis of this dodecam-
er. The data reveal that the tethered Z3dU cations at base
pairs A5 ·X20 and X8 ·A17 extend within the major groove in
the 3′-direction, toward conserved Mg2+ binding sites located
adjacent to N + 2 base pairs C3 ·Z22 and Z10 ·C15. Bridging
water molecules located between the tethered cationic amines
and either Z10 or Z22 O6 stabilize the tethered Z3dU cations
and allow the Z3dU amines to interact with the N + 2 base
pairs without DNA bending. The distances between the
cationic amines tethered to X8 or X20 and Z10 O6 or Z22 O6

are ∼0.5 Å longer than the distance observed between the
cationic amine tethered to X8 and G10 O6 in 5′-d(C1G2C3-
G4A5A6X7X8C9G10C11G12)-3′ · 5′-d(C13G14C15G16A17A18X19-
X20C21G22C23G24)-3′ (DDD4+), which maintains the N7 atom
at nucleotides G10 and G22 (19). Incorporation of 7-deaza-
dG into the DDD2+Z10 duplex weakens but does not eliminate
electrostatic interactions between tethered cationic amines
and Z10 O6 and Z22 O6. The results support a model in which
the presence of tethered N7-dG aziridinium ions, which are
the active species involved in formation of interstrand 5′-
GNC-3′ cross-links by nitrogen mustards, modifies the
electrostatics of the major groove and positions the aziri-
dinium ions proximate to the major groove edge of the N +
2 C ·G base pair, facilitating interstrand cross-linking. The
thermodynamic results indicate that the 3′-orientation of the
cationic Z3dU amine in the major groove is accompanied
by the release of bound cations from the DDD2+ duplex,
presumably located near the N7 and O6 atoms of G10 and
G22. Overall, the work provides insight into how melphalan-
and mechlorethamine-induced ICL formation occurs between
N7 G atoms at 5′-GNC-3′ sequences, i.e., at the N + 2 base
pair.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials. The oligodeoxynucleotides 5′-d(CGCGA-
ATTCZCG)-3′ (DDDZ10) and 5′-d(CGCGAATXCZCG)-3′
(DDD2+Z10) were synthesized (20) and purified using reversed-
phase semipreparative HPLC (Phenomenex, Phenyl-Hexyl,
5 µm, 250 mm × 10.0 mm) equilibrated with 0.1 M am-
monium formate (pH 7.0) and desalted using a G25 column.
The samples were characterized by capillary gel electro-
phoresis and mass spectrometry. The oligodeoxynucleotide
concentrations were determined using an extinction coef-
ficient of 1.10 × 105 M-1 cm-1 at 260 nm (21).

Temperature-Unfolding Profiles (Melting CurVes). Heat
capacities versus temperature profiles were measured with
a VP-DSC differential scanning calorimeter (Microcal, Inc.,
Northampton, MA). The dry oligodeoxynucleotides were
dissolved in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7) and
adjusted to the desired ionic strength with NaCl for all
unfolding experiments. DSC melting curves were obtained
in the differential mode, by comparing a duplex solution
against a buffer solution, in the temperature range of 0-105
°C. The experimental curve was normalized by the heating
rate, and a buffer versus buffer scan was subtracted and
normalized for the number of moles. The resulting monopha-
sic, or biphasic, curves were then analyzed by deconvolution
with Origin version 5.0 (Microcal); their integration (∫∆Cp

dT) yielded the molar unfolding enthalpy (∆Hcal), which was
independent of the nature of the transition (22). The molar
entropy (∆Scal) was obtained similarly, using ∫(∆Cp/T) dT.
The free energy change at any temperature T was then
obtained with the Gibbs equation: ∆G°(T) ) ∆Hcal - T∆Scal.

Absorption versus temperature profiles (UV melts) for each
duplex were measured at 260 nm using a thermoelectrically
controlled UV-vis Aviv 14DS or Lambda 40-Perkin-Elmer
spectrophotometers. The temperature was scanned at heating
rates of 0.75-1.00 °C/min. UV melts were measured in the
salt range of 10-200 mM NaCl at pH 7, and at a constant
total strand concentration of 7 µM, to determine the
differential binding of counterions, ∆nNa+, which accompa-
nied their helix-coil transitions. The TM values of biphasic
transitions were determined from the differential UV melts
and only using the TM of the duplexf random coil transition.
This linking number was measured experimentally with the
assumption that counterion binding to the helical and coil
states of each oligonucleotide took place with a similar type
of binding using the relationship (23) ∆nNa+ ) 1.1(∆Hcal/
RTM

2)(∂TM/∂ ln[Na+]). The numerical factor corresponded
to the conversion of ionic activities into concentrations. The
first term in parentheses, (∆Hcal/RTM

2), was a constant
determined directly from DSC experiments, where R was
the gas constant. The second term in parenthese was also
determined experimentally from the dependencies of TM on
salt concentration.

Crystallization. Crystals of the DDDZ10 and DDD2+Z10

DNAs were grown at 18 °C by the hanging drop vapor
diffusion method, using the Nucleic Acid Miniscreen (Hamp-
ton Research) (24). Droplets containing 0.6 mM oligode-
oxynucleotide, 5% 2-methyl-2,4-pentanediol (MPD), 20 mM
sodium cacodylate (pH 6.0), 6 mM spermine tetrahydro-
chloride, 40 mM KCl, and 10 mM MgCl2 were equilibrated
against a reservoir of 35% MPD. Orthorhombic crystals in
space group P212121 appeared within 7 days and grew to a
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size of 0.1 mm × 0.1 mm × 0.3 mm over 2-3 days. A
wide range of Mg2+ and spermine concentrations and pH
values were assayed. It was concluded that both modified
duplexes showed a propensity to crystallize at low cationic
strengths.

Data Collection and Processing. Diffraction data were
collected on beamline 22-ID at SER-CAT, APS (Argonne
National Laboratory, Argonne, IL), using a MAR-165 CCD
detector at -160 °C. Data were scaled, integrated, and
reduced with HKL2000 (25).

Refinement. Both structures were determined by the
molecular replacement method using EPMR (26) with the
DDD structure with PDB entry BDL084 (27) as a search
model. The structures of DDDZ10 and DDD2+Z10 were initially
refined with simulated annealing by using CNS (28), and
subsequently by geometric constraint/maximum-likelihood
and isotropic temperature factor refinement for individual
atoms by using REFMAC 5.0/CCP4 (29, 30). In later
refinement stages of both structures, solvent water molecules
were added on the basis of Fourier 2Fo - Fc sum and Fo -
Fc difference electron density maps, and accepted on the basis
of standard distance and B-factor criteria. X8 in the DDD2+Z10

structure and Z10 in both structures were introduced into DNA
duplexes on the basis of Fourier electron density maps;
corresponding geometry/topology files were adapted, and
anisotropic temperature factor refinement was carried out
afterward. TURBO-FRODO (31) was used to display
electron density maps, manually rebuild the duplex models,
and add or delete water molecules. The geometries of the
DNA duplexes were analyzed with CURVES (version 5.3)
(32).

RESULTS

Unfolding Thermodynamics of Dodecamer Duplexes. Heat
capacity thermograms for the unfolding of each duplex are
shown in panels A and B of Figure 1 at overall Na+

concentrations of 16 and 116 mM, respectively. At the lower
salt concentration, all curves exhibited biphasic transitions
that shifted to monophasic transitions at higher temperatures
with the increase in salt concentration. This was due to the
stronger effect of salt on the first (duplex) transition, relative

to the second (hairpin) transition, confirming the helix f
hairpinf random coil transitions of each dodecamer duplex
(33). Deconvolution analysis of differential scanning calo-
rimetry (DSC) curves yielded the associated enthalpies;
however, only the model-independent enthalpies of the
duplex f random coil transitions are reported in Table 1.
At low salt concentrations, enthalpies in the following order
were obtained: DDD (116 kcal/mol) > DDDZ10 > DDD2+Z10

> DDD2+ (68 kcal/mol). The increase in salt concentration
yielded lower enthalpy values but a similar trend: DDD (110
kcal/mol) > DDDZ10 > DDD2+Z10 > DDD2+ (60 kcal/mol).
Relative to DDD, the dT f Z3dU substitution, the dG f
7-deaza-dG substitution, or both were destabilizing at low
and high salt concentrations (34–36). The lowering of the
enthalpies at higher salt concentrations suggested the pres-
ence of heat capacity effects. The heat capacities were in
the following order: DDD (-0.8 kcal K-1 mol-1) ∼ DDDZ10

< DDD2+ ∼ DDD2+Z10 (-0.3 kcal K-1 mol-1). Comparison
of DDD with DDD2+ and the second pair, DDDZ10 with
DDD2+Z10, suggested that the decrease in heat capacity was
due to weakened hydrophobic interactions from the incor-
poration of the charged Z3dU chain in the helical states of
these oligodeoxynucleotides.

Thermodynamic Profiles for the Formation of Each
Duplex. Table 1 lists thermodynamic profiles for the forma-
tion of each duplex at 20 °C. The magnitude of the ∆G°20

terms indicated that each oligodeoxynucleotide formed a
stable duplex. The formation of each duplex resulted from
the partial compensation of favorable enthalpy and unfavor-

Table 1: Thermodynamic Profiles for the Folding of the Dodecamersa

[NaCl]
(mM)

TM

(°C)
∆Hcal

(kcal/mol)
T∆Scal

(kcal/mol)
∆G°20

(kcal/mol)
∆nNa+

(mol/mol)

DDD

10 33.3 -116 -109 -6.9 -2.3 ( 0.2
100 57.7 -110 -94.1 -15 -1.8 ( 0.1

DDDZ10

10 35.7 -106 -99.9 -6.1 -1.7 ( 0.1
100 50.0 -87.7 -77.0 -11 -1.3 ( 0.1

DDD2+

10 29.8 -68.0 -64.7 -3.3 -1.5 ( 0.1
100 45.3 -60.0 -52.1 -7.9 -1.2 ( 0.1

DDD2+Z10

10 31.9 -74.3 -70.6 -3.7 -1.2 ( 0.1
100 42.2 -70.2 -61.2 -9.0 -1.1 ( 0.1

a All parameters were measured from UV (TM) and DSC melting
curves in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7) and at the indicated
NaCl concentrations. All TM’s correspond to a strand concentration of
10 mM. The experimental uncertainties were as follows: (0.5 °C for
TM, (5% for ∆Hcal, (7% for ∆G°20, and (5% for T∆Scal.

FIGURE 1: DSC curves of duplexes in 10 mM sodium phosphate
buffer (pH 7) and total Na+ concentrations of (A) 16 and (B) 116
mM: DDD (b), DDD2+ (9), DDDZ10 (2), and DDD2+Z10 ([).
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able entropy contributions. Favorable enthalpy contributions
included formation of base pairs and base-pair stacks, the
immobilization of water around charges (electrostricted
hydration), and the release of structural water around polar
and nonpolar groups, while the unfavorable entropy term
arose from contributions of the ordering of two strands,
counterion condensation, and immobilization of water mol-
ecules. The free energy changes for duplex formation were
in the following order: DDD (-6.9 kcal/mol) < DDDZ10 <
DDD2+Z10 < DDD2+ (-3.3 kcal/mol) at low salt concentra-
tions and DDD (-15.0 kcal/mol) < DDDZ10 < DDD2+Z10

< DDD2+ (-7.9 kcal/mol) at high salt concentrations.
Relative to DDD, both dT f Z3dU and dG f 7-deaza-dG
substitutions were destabilizing at low and high salt
concentrations.

Differential Thermodynamic Binding of Counterions. In-
creasing the salt concentration shifted the melting curves to
higher temperatures, consistent with the expectation that the
duplex states had higher charge density parameters. The
linear TM dependencies on salt concentration are shown in
Figure 2. The slopes of these lines in conjunction with the
∆H/RTM

2 terms allowed measurement of differential coun-
terion binding. The ∆nNa+ values for the formation of
each duplex (Table 1) were found in the following order:
-2.3 (DDD) < -1.7 (DDDZ10) < -1.5 (DDD2+) < -1.2
(DDD2+Z10) in 10 mM NaCl. A similar trend was observed
at 100 mM NaCl; however, the ∆nNa+ values (Table 1) were
lower due to higher screening of the phosphates. The main
effect was that the incorporation of Z3dU, 7-deaza-dG, or
both into the dodecamer duplexes, assuming similar random
coils at high temperatures, caused a weaker binding of
counterions (35, 36).

DNA Conformation in the Solid or Crystalline State.
Crystal Packing. The crystals of the modified DDDZ10 and
DDD2+Z10 dodecamers were isomorphous with those of the
native DDD dodecamer. The two strands were not symmetry-
related, and the lattice interactions between the chemically
modified DDDZ10 and DDD2+Z10 duplexes were preserved,
as compared to those in the crystals of the native DDD
dodecamer. Within the crystal, the DDD2+Z10 duplexes were
related by crystallographic 21 symmetries. They were ar-
ranged in a head-to-tail fashion and formed extended columns

along the crystallographic c-axis. Their ends formed 2 bp
overlaps, involving direct hydrogen bonds between adjacent
guanines and resulting in base triples (Figure S1 of the
Supporting Information). Each G ·G pair was stabilized by
two N2-H · · ·N3 hydrogen bonds. This packing contact is a
common feature of orthorhombic P212121 crystals of
Dickerson-Drew-type dodecamers (37, 38). Similar features
were observed for the modified DDDZ10 duplex (Figure S2
of the Supporting Information).

OVerall Structures. The structures of both DDDZ10 and
DDD2+Z10 were refined to a resolution of 1.6 Å. The quality
of the final electron density maps in both instances was
excellent (Figure 3). The rmsd values for bond distances were
0.006 Å in both instances and for angles 1.6° in both
instances (Table 2). The high resolutions achieved for the
structures allowed a detailed analysis of geometric and
conformational changes in the duplexes as a consequence
of the introduced modifications. In addition to a single duplex
per crystallographic asymmetric unit, a total of 110 and 95
water molecules were placed in the case of the DDDZ10 and
DDD2+Z10 structures, respectively (Table 2). Neither Mg2+

nor spermine were located in the DDDZ10 or DDD2+Z10

dodecamers.
Comparison of the DDDZ10 and DDD Duplexes. A

superimposition of the DDDZ10 and DDD (27) (PDB entry
BDL084) duplexes is shown in Figure 4. Bending was
evident at one end of the duplex in the case of the DDD
duplex (27) compared to the DDDZ10 duplex. In the native
DDD duplex structure, there was an ordered Mg2+ ion bound
at the G2 ·C23f C3 ·G22 base-pair step (Figure 5). The cation
contacted the N7 and O6 atoms of G2 and G22 in the opposite
strands via coordinated waters (39, 40). It also bridged the
O2P oxygens of P6c and P7c of an adjacent molecule and
stabilized the close interduplex contact between P2 and
P7c (39–41). The bend at this end of the DDD duplex was
associated with the coordination of a Mg2+ ion. In the
modified DDDZ10 duplex, this ordered Mg2+ was not

FIGURE 2: TM dependencies on salt concentration of duplexes in 10
mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7) and a total strand concentration
of 7 µM. All TM values correspond to the duplex f random coil
transition: DDD (b), DDD2+ (9), DDDZ10 (2), and DDD2+Z10 ([).

FIGURE 3: Sum electron density contoured at the 1.5σ level (green
meshwork) around modified duplexes (A) DDDZ10 and (B)
DDD2+Z10 and (C) the 7-deaza-dG ·dC base pair with Watson-Crick
geometry.
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observed. The degree of the bend where the Mg2+ was
located in the DDD dodecamer was reduced (Figure 4 and
Figure S3 of the Supporting Information), and disorder was
observed for the phosphate group between C1 and G2.

The substitution of 7-deaza-dG was accompanied by
changes in hydration in the major groove (Figure 5). Two
waters contacting G2 and G4 O6 and N7 in the DDDZ10 duplex
maintained their positions as in the DDD duplex, while two
waters close to Z22 O6 C7 reorganized versus the natural
dodecamer. The phosphodiester linkage between C1 and G2

flipped to the major groove with the disappearance of the
Mg2+ ion at the G2pC3 step (Figure 5). Changes were evident

in the rise and roll and, to a smaller degree, in the twist
parameters (Figure 6). In contrast, the other end of the duplex
was not perturbed (Figure 4 and Figure S3 of the Supporting
Information). In the unmodified DDD duplex, one of the
internal nitrogen atoms of a spermine molecule was bound

Table 2: Selected Crystal Data and Refinement Statistics

DDDZ10 DDD2+Z10

(A) Crystal Data

unit cell (R, �, and γ angles are 90°)
a (Å) 24.19 24.86
b (Å) 40.33 41.06
c (Å) 65.69 66.62

space group P212121 P212121

(B) Data Collection

temperature of data collection (°C) -160.0 -160.0
total no. of reflections 164005 359861
no. of independent reflections 9994 9574
completeness (%) 96.6 93.4
maximum resolution (Å) 1.42 1.42

(C) Structure Refinement

resolution range (Å) 34.36-1.60 34.94-1.60
no. of reflections used in refinement 7824 8368
no. of reflections used in the test set 471 497
rmsd of bonds from ideal (Å) 0.006 0.006
rmsd of angles from ideal (deg) 1.6 1.6
no. of DNA atoms 486 492
no. of water molecules 110 95
R-factor(test set)a,b 0.262 0.233
R-factor(work set)b 0.179 0.178
R-factor(work+test)b 0.186 0.180

a Calculated using 6% of the reflection data that were not used in the
refinement. b R-factor ) ∑hkl|F(hkl)o - F(hkl)c|/∑hklF(hkl)o.

FIGURE 4: Superimposition of the DDD (PDB entry BDL084)
(black) and DDDZ10 (gray) duplexes. The view is into the (A) minor
groove and (B) major groove, with respect to the central base pairs.
Mg2+ and a partial spermine molecule in the structure of the native
DDD are shown in a ball-and-stick representation. The helix axes
are based on the central hexamer duplexes and are coincident
(straight gray and black lines for DDDZ10 and DDD, respectively).
In both duplexes, the helix axes defined by base pairs G10 ·C15,
C11 ·G14, and G12 ·C13 at one end are parallel with those of the central
hexamers. Conversely, the helix axis defined by base pairs C1 ·G24,
G2 ·C23, and C3 ·G22 at the other end is inclined more in the native
DDD than in DDDZ10 relative to the respective helix axis.

FIGURE 5: (A) Unmodified DDD duplex (PDB entry BDL084),
showing the contact of Mg2+ with O6 and N7 of G2 and G22 through
coordinated waters at the G2 ·C23 f C3 ·G22 base-pair step. (B)
DDDZ10 duplex, showing the reorganization of waters and the
absence of the Mg2+ ion. The Mg2+ ion is colored green in panel
A, and the waters are colored red.

FIGURE 6: Interbase pair parameters: (A) helical rise, (B) roll, and
(C) twist for the DDDZ10, DDD2+Z20, and DDD (PDB entry
BDL084) duplexes.
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to G10 N7 (3.4 Å) (Figure 4) (27). The 7-deaza-dG modifica-
tion at G10 in the DDDZ10 or DDD2+Z10 duplex made this
H-bond impossible, and indeed, no ordered spermine was
present.

Structural Perturbations from the 7-Deaza-dG Modifica-
tion. The C3 ·Z22 and C15 ·Z10 base pairs were maintained in
the DDDZ10 or DDD2+Z10 duplexes despite dG being sub-
stituted with 7-deaza-dG (Figure 3). In the case of the C3 ·Z22

base pair, the distances from N4 to O6, from N3 to N1, and
from O2 to N2 were 2.9, 2.9, and 2.8 Å, respectively. For
the Z10 ·C15 base pair, the distances from N4 to O6, from N3
to N1, and from O2 to N2 were 2.9, 2.9, and 2.7 Å,
respectively. These distances differed slightly from those
observed for unmodified duplex C3 ·G22 (2.8, 2.9, and 2.7 Å
from N4 to O6, from N3 to N1, and from O2 to N2,
respectively) and G10 ·C15 (3.1, 2.9, and 2.7 Å from N4 to
O6, from N3 to N1, and from O2 to N2, respectively). In
terms of the base stacking interactions between the C1 ·G24

and G4 ·C21 pairs in the DDDZ10 duplex as compared to those
in the DDD duplex (27), the base overlaps at the C3 ·Z22 f
G4 ·C21 steps were similar in the two duplexes (Figure 8B).
However, the G2 ·C23f C3 ·Z22 and C1 ·G24f G2 ·C23 steps
were slightly perturbed. Similar features were observed for
the base pairs at the other end of the duplex (Figure 7).

Comparison of the DDDZ10 and DDD2+Z10 Duplexes. A
superimposition of the modified DDDZ10 and DDD2+Z10

duplexes is shown in Figure 8B. While neither the DDDZ10

duplex nor the DDD2+Z10 duplex exhibited a bound Mg2+,
an increased axial bending of 20° was observed at one end

of the duplex for DDD2+Z10, as compared to an axial bend
of 10° for the DDDZ10 duplex (Figure 8B and Figure S3 of
the Supporting Information). The conformational change was
accompanied by alterations in the helical twist (Figure 6C).

FIGURE 7: Base stacking interactions in the CGCG portions at both ends of the DDD (PDB entry BDL084) and DDDZ10 duplexes. The
conformations of the tetramer duplexes in the structures of the DDD and DDDZ10 duplexes indicate adjustments in the relative orientations
of the modified and flanking base pairs in the latter. The modified base pair in DDDZ10 and the respective base pair in the unmodified DDD
duplex are colored black, and atom C7 of 7-deaza-dG is highlighted with a black ball.

FIGURE 8: (A) Superimposition of the DDD (PDB entry BDL084,
in black) and DDDZ10 (gray) duplexes. (B) Superimposition of the
DDD2+Z10 (black) and DDDZ10 (gray) duplexes. The view is into
the major groove. The Mg2+ ion in the structure of the native DDD
duplex is shown in a ball-and-stick representation. The helix axes
based on the central hexamer duplexes are coincident (black line
for DDD and DDD2+Z10 and gray line for DDDZ10). For both, the
helix axes defined by base pairs G10 ·C15, C11 ·G14, and G12 ·C13

are parallel with those of the central hexamers. The helix axes
defined by base pairs C1 ·G24, G2 ·C23, and C3 ·G22 in either
DDD2+Z10 or DDD are bent as compared to that the DDDZ10 duplex.
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The other end of the duplex was not perturbed. In both
instances, the asymmetric bending was attributed to a
combination of cation binding and lattice interactions (41, 42).

Orientation and Conformation of the Tethered Cationic
Side Chains. Both Z3dU modifications could be identified
in sum and difference electron density maps (Figure 3). Both
tethers extended toward the 3′-direction in the major groove.
The two side chains at X8 and X20 adopted different
conformations. Compared to that of the DDDZ10 duplex, a
20° bend was induced by the tethered cation at X20 in
DDD2+Z10 at one end of the duplex. The effect of this tethered
cation was similar to that of the Mg2+ ion bound in the major
groove close to G22 O6 in the unmodified DDD duplex (27)
(Figure 8). The conformation of the CR-C�-Cγ-N+ torsion
angle for the tethered cationic side chain at X20 was 177°,
which was close to the ideal trans conformation. At the
opposite end of the duplex, the tethered cation of X8 did not
induce a conformational change. The conformation of the
CR-C�-Cγ-N+ torsion angle for the tethered cationic side
chain at X8 was 200°, somewhat perturbed from the ideal
trans conformation.

A superimposition of the DDD2+Z10 and DDD4+ (19) (PDB
entry 1Z5T) duplexes is shown in Figure 9. For the 7-deaza-
dG-containing duplex, there was a 0.5 Å increase in distance
between the tethered Z3dU amine at X8 and the Z10 O6 atom.
There were two waters observed at <5 Å with respect to
the Z3dU amine at the bent end of the DDD2+Z10 and DDD4+

duplexes (Figure 10B,D). In the DDD4+ duplex, one water
molecule mediated the interaction between the Z3dU amine
and G10 O6 (Figure 10D), with distances of 4.0 Å between
H2O O and G10 O6 and 3.9 Å between H2O O and Z3dU
N+. The 7-deaza-dG modification in DDD2+Z10 resulted in
the relocation of the bridging water molecule to a position
further removed from the Z10 O6 atom (Figure 10B,D). The
distance between H2O O and Z10 O6 was lengthened to 5.3
Å. This reflected a weakened interaction between the Z3dU
amine and G10 O6. The other water molecule was farther
from the Z3dU amine, with distances of 4.7 and 4.1 Å in
the DDD2+Z10 and DDD4+ duplexes, respectively (Figure
10B,D). This water molecule mediated the interaction
between the Z3dU amine and G16 O6 in the DDD2+Z10 and
DDD4+ modified duplexes.

The positions and conformations of the tethered cat-
ionic side chains were affected by the water organization in
the major groove. The CR-C�-Cγ-N+ torsion angles of

the Z3dU moieties were 200° and 207° for DDD2+Z10

and DDD4+, respectively. At the other end of the duplexes,
the bridging water molecules were also relocated due to the
7-deaza-dG modifications at G22 (Figure 10A,C). Thus, the
3.6 Å distance between the Z3dU amine and Z22 O6 was
greater than the distance of 3.3 Å between the Z3dU amine
and G22 O6. The closest water molecule to the X20-tethered
amine made a 6.8 Å bridge to Z22 O6, as compared to a 7.5
Å bridge from the X8-tethered amine to Z10 O6.

DISCUSSION

The formation of the DNA double helix creates an
electrostatic environment that results in the sequence-
dependent binding of inorganic cations and reactive elec-
trophiles in the major and minor grooves (17, 40, 43–48),
in addition to the array of cations that surround the
polyanionic phosphate backbone (49–53). The effect of the
environment on DNA conformation is dramatic. While
quantitative and qualitative changes in mobile cations can
globally alter DNA structure (54–57), DNA affinity binding
molecules, including proteins and organic ligands, regiose-
lectively modulate the electrostatic environment of DNA
and concomitantly cause localized changes in conformation
(58–62).

A Bridging Water between the Tethered Z3dU Amine and
Z10 O6. The observation of bridging water molecules between
the tethered Z3dU amines and the dG O6 atoms of base pairs
C3 ·G22 and C3 ·Z22 and base pairs G10 ·C15 and Z10 ·C15, in
the crystallographic structures of the DDD4+ (19) and
DDD2+Z10 duplexes, respectively, is significant (Figure 10).
These bridging water molecules play a structural role in
orienting the Z3dU moiety toward the 3′-direction in the
major groove. The 7-deaza-dG modification in DDD2+Z10

results in the relocation of the bridging water molecule and
a lengthening of the distance between H2O O and Z10 O6 to
5.3 Å. This is attributed to a weakened interaction between
the Z3dU amine and G10 O6. Likewise, the bridging water
molecule that mediates the interaction between the Z3dU
amine and G16 O6 is farther from the Z3dU amine, with
distances of 4.7 and 4.1 Å in the DDD2+Z10 and DDD4+

duplexes, respectively (Figure 10).

ReleVance to N + 2 ICL Cross-Link Formation by Nitro-
gen Mustards. The ability of the bridging waters to ef-
fectively lengthen the 4 Å Z3dU tether so that the combi-
nation of the Z3dU tether and the bridging water can span
the distance to the next-nearest-neighbor base pairs in the
3′-direction relative to the Z3dU-modified nucleotides,
without requiring significant bending of the DNA duplex,
suggests that formation of N + 2 ICLs by nitrogen mustards
(3–5) might involve a similar mechanism. A similar orienta-
tion of the monofunctional N7-dG-tethered aziridinium ion
in the major groove at 5′-GNC-3′ sequences, involving a
water bridge, might also be accommodated with minimal
helical bending of the DNA duplex, thus kinetically favoring
formation of the bent N + 2 transition state geometry. These
data probably also explain why previous NMR solution data
for tethered Z3dU amines were equivocal with respect to
DNA bending (18); on average, the solution structure remains
linear due to the presence of the bridging water molecules
between the cationic amines and dG O6 of the next-nearest-
neighbor base pair. Exchange of the bridging water molecule

FIGURE 9: View of the superimposed DDD2+Z10 (black) and DDD4+

(gray) (PDB entry 1Z5T) duplexes. The distances between the
tethered Z3dU cations at X8 and G/Z10 O6 in the two duplexes are
in angstroms. Atom C7 in 7-deaza-dG is highlighted as a black
sphere.
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then releases the tethered Z3dU moiety, facilitating formation
of a high-energy bent structure, in which the Z3dU amine is
positioned adjacent to dG N7 and O6 of the next-nearest-
neighbor base pair. This structure models the intermediate
leading to N + 2 ICL formation by nitrogen mustards.
Alternatively, the dislocation of the bridging water releases
the Z3dU from the floor of the major groove.

Thermodynamic Consequences of Positioning Z3dU in the
Major GrooVe. The differential thermodynamic profiles for
the incorporation of the tethered Z3dU cation in the major
groove of DDD (last four rows of Table 3) indicate that
inclusion of two Z3dU chains in the DDD duplex is
destabilizing (∆∆G ) 5.6 kcal/mol), resulting from the
compensation of an unfavorable enthalpy contribution (∆∆H
) 48.8 kcal/mol) with a favorable entropy contribution
[∆(T∆S) ) 43.2 kcal/mol (63)] and average counterion
release of 0.7 mol of Na+/mol of duplex. In comparison,
the incorporation of two Z3dU chains in DDDZ10 yielded
lower magnitudes for each parameter: ∆∆G ) 2.1 kcal/mol,
∆∆H ) 24.6 kcal/mol, ∆(T∆S) ) 22.5 kcal/mol, and ∆∆nNa+

) 0.35 mol of Na+/mol of duplex. The unfavorable enthalpy
terms explain differences in both base stacking and hydration
contributions between each pair of duplexes, while the

favorable entropy terms are consistent with the release of
counterions. The lower magnitudes of the latter profile are
consistent with the perturbations caused by the inclusion of
two 7-deaza-dG bases.

The placement of the Z3dU side chains in the major groove
of DDD or DDDZ10 reduces the level of base-pair stacking
interactions and reorganizes both counterions and water
molecules. These effects can be explained by the fact that
the physical presence of the tethered propyl chain displaces
counterions and waters in the major groove proximal to the
site of attachment, while the positively charged amine
indirectly neutralizes negative phosphate charges (17, 35).
For instance, if it was assumed that the incorporation of two
amino propyl chains effectively neutralized two negative
phosphate charges of the 22 formal charges of DDD, then
the average residual charge per phosphate predicted from
Manning condensation theory (49) would correspond to a
reduction in the level of counterion binding of 0.5 counterions
for DDD2+, which is in good agreement with the experi-
mental ∆∆nNa+ value of 0.8. A smaller release of counterions,
∼0.3 mol of Na+/mol of duplex, was obtained for the
DDDZ10 duplex, confirming the weaker binding of counter-
ions by the duplex state of DDDZ10. This is consistent with
the dGf 7-deaza-dG substitution into DDD at G10 eliminat-
ing this ion binding site (45). The overall thermodynamics
and structural data seem to suggest that it is the electrostatic
attraction of the electron dense region at the edge of G10

that propels the tethered aminopropyl chain toward the 3′-
direction rather than out into solvent (18, 19, 36).

Structural and Thermodynamic Consequences of the
7-Deaza-dG Modification. The rationale for incorporation of
7-deaza-dG was to alter the electrostatics of the major groove
at base pairs C3 ·Z22 and Z10 ·C15. This incorporation of
7-deaza-dG at two sites in DDD facilitated these crystal-
lographic studies. Thus, the results presented here also
provide the first crystallographic characterization of the
7-deaza-dG modification in duplex DNA. It results in
minimal structural perturbation of the Dickerson dodecamer,
with Watson-Crick pairing being maintained at base pairs

FIGURE 10: Interactions among the Z3dU amine, a bridging water molecule, and G/Z O6 in the major groove in the (A and B) DDD2+Z10

and (C and D) DDD4+ (PDB entry 1Z5T) duplexes.

Table 3: Differential Thermodynamic Profiles for Pairs of Dodecamer
Duplexes

[NaCl]
(mM)

∆∆Hcal

(kcal/mol)
∆(T∆Scal)
(kcal/mol)

∆∆G°20

(kcal/mol)
∆∆nNa+

(mol of Na+/mol)

Substitution of dG with 7-Deaza-dG in DDD
(DDDZ10 minus DDD)

10 10.0 9.2 0.8 0.6
100 21.8 17 4.8 0.5

Incorporation of Z3dU into DDD
(DDD2+ minus DDD)

10 48.0 44.4 3.6 0.8
100 49.5 41.9 7.6 0.6

Incorporation of Z3dU into DDDZ10

(DDD2+Z10 minus DDDZ10)

10 31.7 29.3 2.4 0.5
100 17.5 15.8 1.7 0.2
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C3 ·Z22 and Z10 ·C15. The 7-deaza-dG modification does alter
the electrostatics at the site typically occupied by a Mg2+

hexahydrate ion in unmodified DDD crystal lattices (19) and
removes a proton acceptor from the major groove. Neither
Mg2+ nor spermine is located in the crystal structure of the
DDDZ10 dodecamer, as compared to the native DDD
dodecamer (Figure 5). The contact of the bound Mg2+ ion
with O6 and N7 of G2 and G22 through coordinated waters
at the G2 ·C23 f C3 ·G22 and C11 ·G14 f G10 ·C15 steps may
stabilize these base pairs with respect to breathing. NMR
studies on the DDDZ10 duplex revealed the rapid exchange
of the Watson-Crick hydrogen-bonded imino protons at the
5′-neighboring base pairs relative to the 7-deaza-dG-modified
bases, the G2 ·C23 and C11 ·G14 base pairs (36). This suggests
that in solution, the 7-deaza-dG modification increases the
level of breathing at the 5′-neighbor base pair, related to the
role of major groove cations in stabilizing DNA structure.
The reduction in stability (∆∆G ∼ 2 kcal/mol) due to the
7-deaza-dG substitution is dominated by an unfavorable
∆∆Hcal term, which suggests changes in stacking and/or
hydration in the 7-deaza-dG-containing duplexes. The un-
favorable ∆∆H is compensated, in part, by a favorable
∆(T∆Scal). This is consistent with a reduced level of release
of salts and H2O from the 7-deaza-dG-substituted duplexes
and chemical footprinting showing enhanced accessibility
of the G2 ·C23 and C11 ·G14 base pairs (36).

Summary. These structural and thermodynamic studies
suggest an electrostatic mechanism underlying the formation
of interstrand N+2 cross-links by the nitrogen mustards, e.g.,
melphalan and mechlorethamine. The tethered Z3dU cations
extend within the major groove in the 3′-direction, toward
conserved Mg2+ binding sites located adjacent to N+2 base
pairs C3 ·Z22 and Z10 ·C15. Bridging waters located between
the tethered cationic amines and either Z10 or Z22 O6 stabilize
the tethered Z3dU cations and allow the Z3dU amines to
interact with the N+2 base pairs without DNA bending. On
the basis of the results, we envision a model in which the
presence of tethered N7-dG aziridinium ions, which are the
active species involved in formation of interstrand 5′-GNC-
3′ cross-links by nitrogen mustards, modifies the electrostatics
of the major groove and positions the aziridinium ions
proximate to the major groove edge of the N+2 C ·G base
pair, facilitating interstrand cross-linking.

SUPPORTING INFORMATION AVAILABLE

Hydrogen bonding interactions mediating direct contacts
between neighboring DDD duplexes in the crystal lattice for
duplex DDDZ10 (Figures S1 and S2), comparison of the
global axis curvature (Figure S3), and comparison of
backbone and glycosyl torsion angles in the crystal structures
of DDD, DDDZ10, and DDD2+Z10 duplexes (Figure S4). This
material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://
pubs.acs.org.
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